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I. INTRODlJCTIOi"( 

Of the many factors which may influence the 
growth of populations, one which has been receiv
ing more and more attention lately is that of social 
organization. The influence of social organization 
on species depends upon the existing degree of 
specialization which varies from species to spe
cies and upon the different environmental situations. 
Highly organized populations tend to protect spe
cies against under-popUlation by promoting survival 
and against over-population by developing ter
ritoriality. On the other hand highly organized po
pulations may have difficulty in reacting to a 
changing environment and cannot recover so ra · 
pidly if the population is reduced 10 small num
bers. 

It is through its behaviour that an animal establishes 
its relations with its environment, including in 
dividuals of its own and other species. (E\ver, 1968 
and Scott 1958). 'vIos! animal!> show some degree 
of social behaviour ; thus they must be able to 
adapt to changes in the social environment Scot! 
(1958) points out that the growth, limitation and 
survival of populations are related to the behaviour 
of its members through social and ecological organi
zation. Equidae have, until recently, received only 
passing attention from behaviouralists . The first 
behavioural study on these ungulates was done 
by Antonius (1937) in which he distinguishes two 
main types of social organization. In the one type 

the groups are furmed of females and juvl' niles 
and are dominated by a single male. This dominant 
male both directs Ihe movements of the grou p and 
defends it . This is a more gregarious type of org'lni. 
zation and is characteristic of the true horse ·, Or 

caballus group. Dobroruka's (1961) study 0 11 the 
Przewalski horse, Equus przewalski, bears thi ~ out. 
The other type of organization described by An
ton ius is found with the asses. Here the cxes 
remain apart for the greater part of the year. The 
males are solitary or congregate into small groups. 
The females and juvenile:" however, form gruups 
under the leadership of experienced females. I t is 
only during the breeding season that the males 
join these female groups and try to mate as mony 
as possible of the oestrus females . 

Antonius (1937) failed to find any sign of sCJl ial 
organization in the BurcheJl's zebra (Equus hur
chelli). Klingel (1967) however, found that a very 
definite social structure exists in the species . . -\c· 
cording to Klingel there are three types of group -

(i) Family groups, consisting of an adult mCi le, 
one or more females and their young. --\1 -
though the stallion is dominant, the grou p on 
the move is usually led by one of the ma res, 
the others following in order of their do
minance. The stallion may occassionally lead 
bur more commonly he brings up the rear, or 
moves parallel to the group. The family group 
is remarkably stable. The females remain in 
the same group for their adult lives. The swl· 
lion is replaced only when he becomes weak· 
ened by old age or sickness . 

(ii) Stallion groups, which are formed by young 
males that leave family groups of their own 
accord. Within these stallion groups no domi· 
nance is shown. Young stallions later establi :.h 
their own groups by abducting young fema les 
from an existing family unit. 

(iii) Solitary stallions form the third type of grou p 

Under certain conditions many of these grou ps 
come together to form large concentrations. Th is 
is found when grazing conditions improve in a ce r· 
tain area after a rain. No change occurs in th e 
social structure, however, as both the family grou p · 
and bachelor groups maintain their coherence. 

Ewer (1968) comments that this organization a.· 
decribed by Klingel closely resembles what has 
been found in many artiodactyls but with this dif 
ference: The coherence of the group appears to de
pend more on mutual ties between the femal es 
than upon the herding activity of the male. Th e 
result is a greater long-term stability than is usual 
in artiodactyl harem groups . 

The present study shows that basically there is <I 

great similarity in the social organization of Equus 
zebra harimannae and Equus burchelli . The bas ic 
groups are the same : Family groups and bachelo · 
groups. Although solitary males are known in the
Hartmann zebra social system, they do not warran t 
a group of their own . In a sense they actually re · 
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Plate 1: Bartmann lebra (Equus zebra ilarlmal1l1ae) in a typical alert stance. Photo E. louber!. 

present a form of bachelor group and they only 
form 3,6 per cent of the total population. Such 
differences as do exist will be discussed in the 
following pages. 

H. ME THO D S 

2.l. Study areas 

During the research work on the Hart"mann zebra 
in South West Africa four study areas were used. 
These were: 

(i) the Etosha National Park 
(ii) the Daan Viljoen Game Reserve 

(iii) the Namib Desert Park 
(iv) the l'-:aukluft Mountain Zebra Park. 

2.1.1 The Etosha National Park 

The only region in the Etosha National Park where 
Hartmann zebra occur is at Oljovasandu in the 
extreme western pa r, of the game reserve. Oli a 
vasandu lies on the 1400 m contour n; the: 
fringe of the Hartmann zebra 's distribution on 
this latitude. From here they are spread westwards 

~ 

through the mountainous transition belt to the edge 
of the Namib desert. It was the only place left in 
South West Africa where they could migrate un
hindered from the mountainous escarpment zone 
onto the Namib plains after the first summer rains 
each year. With the implementation of the Oden
daal Commission's proposals, the new western 
boundary runs five km to the west of Otjovasandu, 
completely cutting off this Hartmann zebra habitat 
from the Etosha .0lational Park. 

In this study area the following aspects received 
special attention . 

(a) The migratory habits of the Hartmann zebra, 
where unhindered by obstacles created by man, 
viz. fences and roads. 

(b) The influence of the two zebra species, namely 
Equus zebra hartmannae and Equus burchelli 
antiquorum 011 each other as their distribution 
overlaps in this area . 

2.1.2 The Daan Viljoen Game Reserve 

This game reserve is situated in the eastern regjon 
of the Khomas Hochland at an approximate altitude 
of 1 500 m. By road it is about 28 km from Wind
hoek, although as the crow flies only about half 
that distance. The total area of the game reserve is 
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slightly more than 4 000 hectares, but the zebra 
are confined to just over 1 100 hectares. 

This study area was exclusively used for the study 
of behaviour. 

The population of Hartmann zebra in this game 
reserve is 48. This study area was visited frequently 
and an average of one week per month was spent 
here, sometimes considerably more. Each of the 
zebra became intimately known over three years. 
Their relationships and the progeny of the various 
females were also known. This proved to be a great 
advantage. 

The 48 individuals were divided into six breeding 
units and one bachelor unit which were in existence 
when the study began. During the study period two 
new breeding units were established. 

2.1.3 The Namib Desert Park 

This park is situated inland from Walvis Bay. It 
covers an area of approximately 12 800 square kilo
metres. It is bounded in the north by the Swakop 
River and in the south by the Kuiseb River. Both 
these rivers are seasonal, but especially the Kuiseb 
has pools of water that last throughout the dry 
season. The eastern boundary of the game reserve 
is fenced off on the pre-Namib flats. The move
ments of the Hartmann zebra are therefore restric
ed to the pre-Namib plains in this region. 

This area is populated by approximately 1 000 Hart
mann zebra but was visited less frequently than 
the other areas for behavioural studies. 

3.1.4 The Naulduft Mountain Zebra Parl< 

This game reserve lies in the mountainous tran
sition belt of the escarpment. It is situated in the 
Naukluft mountains '.vhich form a separate entity, 
completely separated from the rest of the escarp
ment by the deeply dissected Koichab and Tsauchab 
Rivers. Approximately 800 Hartmann zebra inhabit 
the mountain and move freelv all over the area, 
which is approximately 120 I~m by 60 km. This 
game reserve was also visited frequently in order 
to compare the behaviour of these animals with 
those in the Daan Viljoen Game Reserve. 

2.2 Identification 

Owing to a number of reasons it ""as regarded as 
impracticable to mark Hartmann zebra with neck
bands in the conventional way. Apart from every
thing else the area west of Otjovasandu is so vast 
and the terrain so broken that if the animals moved, 
say only 10 km, it would have been practically 
impossible to follow them. The same problem oc
curs in the Naukluft Mountains and to a lesser 
extent in the Namib Desert Park where they con
centrate in the Kuiseb Canyon areas and the ex
tremely broken Swakop River valley - although 
they sometimes do occur on the gravel plains. 

It was therefore decided to apply the method u:,cd 
with great success by Klingel (1967) in East Afr ica 
in his studies on Burchell zebra. In the Daan il
joen Game Reserve with its small number of a ni
mals in a relatively small enclosed area a reference 
collection of photographs was built up. Ph ot -
graphs were taken from both sides of each of the 
animals in the Game Reserve. The animal on lhe 
negative was magnified to fill a postcard which WJS 

then stapled onto a 12,6 cm x 20 cm card. A sepa
rate card was kept for each side of each zeb l' . 
This left enough space for other data to be writtcn 
in, for example: 

(i) date of photograph - this was especi JlIy 
important in newly born foals as from sub 
sequent photographs the growth rate cou ld 
be estimated; 

(ii) index number of the animal; 
(iii) sex of the animal; 
(iv) relationship of the animal to other animals; 
(v) oestrus dates for female animals; 

(vi) date of parturition with female animals; 
(vii) weaning dates; 

(viii) date on which an animal joined the bachclor 
group; 

(ix) date on which an animal established its own 
breeding group. 

These cards and photographs were carried in <l 

"Tickler" box and taken along every day wh ile 
working in the game reserve. Although the indivi
dual animals could later be identified without the 
aid of the photographs, it was still found handy to 
write the abovementioned personal history of each 
animal on a central card system. For instance if 11 

foal showed some particular form of behaviour fo r 
the first time, it was easy to check back quickly 
to determine its age. The date on which the foa b 
left their parental breeding units and other in
formation could be treated similarly. To take these 
photographs a Nii<on F camera with a 200 mm tele
photo lens was used. 

2.3 Observations 

The various study areas were visited as frequently 
as possible. Most of the time an average of a week 
or longer each month was spent on the Daan Viljoen 
Game Reserve. As most of [he observations on 
behaviour were carried out here and the same 
methods later applied elsewhere, the methods used 
here wi 11 be discussed. 

The procedure normally followed consisted of lo
cating a group of zebra as shortly as possible after 
first light. These animals were then observed from 
the vehicle at distances that varied from approxi
mately 50 to 200 metres until last light in the 
evenings. The observer always tried to have a 
drainage line between himself and the hill or slope 
occupied by the zebras as this seemed to make 
them more at ease. 

Notes on their activities were jotted down at five
minute intervals. At these times it was noted how 
many of the group of animals under observation 



were actually grazing or per.fo:mi~g other activiti.es. 
At half-fOttf intervals the IrntatlOn caused by In

sects was measured by countin~ ~he numb~r of 
times an animal twitched its tail 111 one minute. 
For accuracy a stopwatch and tally counter were 
used. This was done with three animals, selected 
at random in a group. The various activities were 
then divid~d into halfhour time intervals and the 
percentage of animals performing ~ ~~rtain activity 
determined. For certain other activities one hour 
time intervals were used. Social behaviour was ob
served and noted throughout the observation period. 

Ill. C H A RAC T E R 1ST I C S 0 F THE 
HARTMANN ZEBRA SOCIAL 

SYSTEM 

In the social organization of Equus burchelli and 
Equus zebra hartmannae one finds an exclusive one
male dominance over a given number of females, 
and a characteristic social hierarchy among the 
females. In contrast to the "territorial" type of 
social organization, the "harem" type of organiza
tion shows much more adaptability in relation to 
the nomadic life led by the Hartmann zebra. As 
shown by the wildebeest (Estes, 1966) the basic 
territorial social structure has to be modified con
siderably to facilitate their annual migratory habits. 
As already discussed, highly organized populations 
have some very definite advantages such as sur
vival. No social organization on a population basis 
could be found in the Hartmann zebra, and I<Iin
gel (1967) also reports negatively on the Burchell 
zebra. However, it was found that the Hartmann 
zebra population is made up of many sub-groups, 
highly organized on the social level, cO'11ori sinf' 
family groups and bachelor groups, as discussed 
above. The advantage of this "sub-group" orga
nization is that it protects the whole population 
against overpopulation by spacing the various fa
mily groups. It also ensures both an adequate food 
supply for the females and their foals. and selective 
breeding. 

Another advantage in the social organization of the 
Hartmann zebra is in the aene flow. Theoretical 
studies in quantitative geneti~s show that the struc
ture of a population is very important in governing 
not only the genetic variability of the population 
but also the speed with which new adaptive genes 
may spread. Wright (1950) has shown that the 
optimal type of population structure is one where 
the population is divided into semi-isolated breed
ing units, \vith a certain amount of inbreeding 
~ro~eeding with the units joined genetically by a 
limited amount of migration between populations. 
The basic social orp:ani73tion fou nd W 1 l lart
~ann z~bra thus fulfils the prerequisites of obtain
Ing maximum evolutionary benefits. 

The social organization and cohesion of the various 
family groups will be dealt with elsewhere. In 
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general, however, it was found, as discussed by 
Lorenz (1963), that the social order in family groups 
is built on personal relationships. The family group 
is characterized by the fact that it is held together 
by reactions elicited by one member on another 
and the attachment reactions are inseparably linked 
with the individualities of group members. Lorenz 
(1963) is also of the opinion that the prerequisite 
for every personal bond is a selective habituation 
to all stimuli emanating from individually known 
members or the group. This probably also is the 
precursor in the phylogenetic evolution of social 
behaviour. 

As will be seen, ritualization also plays an important 
part in the social organization of the Hartmann 
zebra. Apart from being important in mood trans
mission in the family group it also has three other 
very important functions. These functions will be 
discussed separately and in more detail elsewhere 
but briefly they are important to -

(i) suppress fighting, 
(ii) unify the group through the medium of social 

hierarchies, 
(iii) unite the group as an independent cntity against 

other similar family groups. 

The bachelor units arc mainly formed by immature 
males and most of them become sexually mature 
during the time of their association with the bache
lor group. While in this group selective pressure 
comes to bear - only the more worthy males 
acquiring their own breeding unit. Bachelor units 
function thus both as a natural selector for the 
best males as well as male reservoirs for replacing 
dominant males that become senile or die. 

IV. THE B RE E DIN G U 'J I T 

To avoid any possible anthropomorphism, the teml 
"family group" as used until now, will be replaced 
by the term "breeding unit". The term family group 
may cause confusion. In a way it is also morc 
applicable to a female and her foal(s) [-han to the 
congregation of a male and 'or a number of un
related females and their foals. A breeding unit 
therefore comist" of a dominant male and an adult 
female or females with or without foals. Sometimes 
an adult female may be accompanied by two of 
her foals of different ages. 

4.1 Composition of sex and age classes in the 
breeding unit 

This aspect will be morc fully dealt with in a paper 
on the(r population dynamics (Jouber!, in press). 
Figure 1. based upon the result of 463 observations, 
e-ives a clear indication of the number or individuals 
in various breeding units. Altogether 22,9 per cent of 
all breeding units comists of five individuals. In 53,9 
per cent of the observations the numbers vary be
tween four and six, while 65.2 per cent varies bc-
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tween four and seven. The biggest breeding unit ob
served consisted of 13 animals (6 per cent) whiic 
only 5,2 per cent consisted of two onimals. The m,1Jc~ 
on the average had two or three females. The larg
est observed number of females herded by a single 
male was six. In his paper on the Hartmann zebra 
Klingel (1968) found that the average family size 
was 4,7 with the maximum being 9. The dominant 
male had an average of 2,2 mares in his family 
group with the maximum being 4. 

In the Burchell zebra, KlingeJ (1967) reports that 
the biggest "family" consisted of 16 individuals, 
with the average being 4,5 to 7,5 - it differs in 
various populations. The number of females varied 
from one to six with the average being 2,2 to 2,8. 

Table l. Age ratios of Eqlllls zebra Iwrllllalllwe in South 
West Africa. 

Total Adults 
Foals indi- (males 
(lip to 

vidllals and 
observed females) 

2 years) 

Daan Viljoen Game 
Reserve (1970). 48 71,9% 28,1% 

Other field study areas. 257 65,8% 34,2% 

Mean. 68,8% 31,1% 
-
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Fig.!. Distribution of breeding unit sizes for EqulIs zebra 
hartmall/we in South West Africa. 

Klingel gives no indication as to age classes. Field 
studies on the Hartmann zebra produced the I I. 
lowing age distribution, as shown by table 1. As 
can be seen approximately one-third of the por u. 
lation of the breeding units consisted of foals. 'J he 
higher percentage of foals in the Daan Vilj fJcn 
Game Reserve is probably due to their hi~ h er 
survival rate in the relative safety of the game re· 
serve. These foals may be divided into two :l ge 
classes to show the follmving age composition: 

Under 1 year. 
1 to 2 years . 

The lower rigure in the one to two year age grl.Up 
is due to the fact that a certain number had alrcudS 
left the breeding unit at this stage. 

Fifty-two breeding units (the animals at Daan \ il
joen Game Reserve excluded) representing 257 adult 
animals were positively sexed in the field and re
vealed the following ratio of males to females: 3-; ,2 
per cent to 79,7 per cent or a ratio of one male 
to every 2,26 females. 

The male: female ratio at birth is approximat d y 
equal as proved by observations at Daan Vilj o n 
Game Reserve as well as a collection of foeti. in 
the adult animals male: female ratio was also fou nd 
to be similar. It seems therefore that approximately 
50 per cent of the males are in bachelor-unit re
servoirs. 

4.2. Social organization 

It is clear from field observations that the breeding 
unit, formed by an exclusive one-male-domina nce 
over a number of females with their progeny, als.o 
forms a social unit. The factors contributing to the 
social organization in the Hartmann zebra are com
plicated. Field observations showed that individual 
variations such as age, size, sex of the individual 
and the oestrus cycle all play an important part ill 
the establishment of social order. Furthermore it 
was found that the individual status within the 
breeding unit varies significantly with the same 
factors: age. sex, oestrus condition, physical hea II h 
and/or weakness. 

Several associations can also be defined in a breed
ing unit. From a survival-of-the-species viewpoint 
the primary association is between the female and 
her foal. This association, however, is dynamic and 
changes with every new foal the female has. A 
second association is that between the various 
females and the dominant male, whilst a third typ 
of association can be defined between the vari OUS 
females in the breeding unit. The latter two as ' . 
ciations are much more stable and as will be see ll , 
much of the social organization 01' the Hartma nn 
zebra is based on the persistence of these two ,1, 
sociations. All three associations together can he 
considered the bond in a breeding unit. 

The role of the dominant lln!e viHies significa n Iv 
from group to group. It is also possible to dif
ferentiate his behaviour in ne\vly formed bre~d ing 



. f that in old established ones. Within a 
uruts from d unit dominance bv the male is 
newly- orme, '"h d ' f th 

uickl manifested by aggressive er . lOgO . e 
femalis and preve~~~g any. from straYI~g to other 

. 0 'ng this InitIal perIod the domInant male, units. un . . d II 
to ensure maitenance of his group. avOl sa . c~n-
tact with other zebra groups. The male maIntaInS 
discipline during this stage qUite adequately b~ 
threat behaviour.ln these newly formed Units . a 

ttem is formed, which is more p.ronounced 111 

f~e older units, of a sensitive b.alancIng . force that 
has been achieved through social leamll!g by the 
individual animals that constitute the unit. 

In animals with a territorial social organization, the 
wildebeest (Estes 1968) for. instance, the male pro
tects a piece of ground. With Hartmann zebra the 
dominant male takes possession o~ a group of 
females which he also protects agaInst encroach
ment from other males. The basic function of these 
two types of social organizations are the same,. even 
to the psychological advantage of the owner, ce It re;
ritory or females. When the Hartmc:nn zebr:l ~lLlle s 
dominance relationship among the females IS es
tablished threat episodes become extremely rare . 
The relationship of the newly established dominant 
male now also changes in regard to other zebra 
units in the area. In the Daan Viljoen Game 
Reserve this was found to happen within the 
second month after taking over the female(s). The 
long range alertness to the presence of other gro~lps 
is relaxed to some degree. When two breedll1g 
units graze on converging courses or when they 
suddenly come within thirty to two hundred metres 
from each other, the dominant males immediately 
approach one another. No actual aggression other 
than threat takes place; it is al ritualized to a high 
degree and will be discussed elsewhere. The ritual 
at this stage, apart from the meaning to his oppo
site number, is probably also directed to his females. 
It serves as a constant reminder to them of his 
dominance, by showing his ability to face up to 
an opponent. This will also be discussed in more 
detail elsewhere. In the older breeding units the 
ties between the various females seem to contri
bute more to the coherence of the unit than the 
herding done by the male. 

As pointed out by Allee (lq38) the main duties 
of communal life in many of the herd mammals 
are borne by the female. "This was also found to 
be the case with Hartmann zebra in the breeding 
unit. Once the male has manifested himself in a 
strongly dominant position, he shows little interest 
in the social orgarlization within the unit. His role 
thereafter is mainly directed outwards although he 
protects the urlit when danger threatens, and mates 
with the females in oestrus. The females rear their 
young and herd together. One of the females takes 
the initiative whenever a new activity is to be per
formed. In a?dition, the adult females play an im
portant part In maintaining order within the group. 
One. of the. ~actors which may also explain the 
relative stablhty ?f the zebra breeding unit as op
posed to the artlodactyls as already discussed, is 
the tendency of the young to remain associated 
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with the females for a relatively long timc. Ewer 
(1968) dbcusses this aspect at cOl1$iderablc length 
and points out that the psychological effects of the 
prolonged lactation are just as important as the 
physiological ones, if not more so, and the pro
longed suckling period may have been evolved under 
selective pressures which have little direct con
nection with nutrition. 

Field observations show that young animals stay 
associated with the mother for periods varying from 
14 months to three years for males and from 14 
months to life-long for females . 

4.3 Leadership and hierarchies 

When the present study began on the Hartmann 
zebra it was difficult to decide exactlj' what leader
ship entailed and whom should be considered a 
leader. Is the animal which takes the lead when 
starting on a new daily activity the leader? Or the 
female which runs away first when danger threat
ens? Or the male which plays no conspicuous role 
in the normal daily social organization of the 
breeding unit? Detailed observation revealed that 
although a hierarchy exists in each breeding unit, 
consistent leadership amon~ the females is lacking. 
Scott (1958) and Lorenz (1963) have both warned 
against confusing leadership with dominance. Scot! 
(1958) found that in sheep no correlation existed 
between leadership and dominance. This was found 
to be the case with the zebra females in the breed
ing unit as well. Any female takes the lead in only 
as many cases as would be expected by chance. It 
was also found that the female which first took 
to fli ght when danger threatened nearly always 
happened to,be the female with the youngest foal. 
This could actually be expected as the youngest 
foal would naturall v be the most vulnerable part 
of the breeding unit : and it is of important survival 
value to the species that the young should be pro 
tected. It also follows that· it is not always the same 
female in the breeding unit which has the youngest 
foal. 

No satisfactory explanation could be found in an.i
mal behaviour literature as to what leadershIp 
exactly entails . Available literature from the vast 
quantity on human leadership, management and 
authority was also studied. As could be expected 
no definition regarding leadership in man could. be 
applied to the Hartmann zebra. As to the questIOn 
whether leadership is instinctive, Bellows (1959) 
reasons that leadership qualities are learned rather 
than inborn. An instinct is defined as an inborn 
pattern of behaviour. which is common ~o t~e r~ce 
or species . Leadership could not be InstInctive. 
Scott (1958) has some interesting discussions on 
ihe leader-follower relationship. It was found in the 
howler monkey (Carpenter 1934) that there is no 
tendency for one male to take the lead more than 
the others, and this leader-follower relationship 
chanoes from tree to tree. With sheep the oldest 
female with the largest number of descendants con
sistently leads the flock. Frazer-Darling (1937~ found 
the same with red deer. The stag roundIng up 
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females by force is a far cry from the true leader
ship shown by an old female for the rest of the 
year. She gets out ahead of the herd of females and 
determines the direction of the group while the 
rest follow without any use of force. In true leader
follower relationships the behaviour concerned is 
allelomimetic with both animals responding to each 
other, but to an unequal degree (Scott, 1958). 

From the abovementioned and the available lite
rature it would seem that most ethologists agree 
that an animal which normally initiates an activity 
or which takes the lead when moving somewhere 
is the leader, be it male or female. In the social 
organization of the Hartmann zebra one would 
therefore find a type of "floating leadership" be
tween the dominant male and the adult females 
all depending on which initiates an activity or 
movement. It is felt, however, that this is not true 
leadership. These various animals are only move
ment or activity initiators and not leaders in the 
true sense of the word. 

For the purpose of this study, it was considered 
necessary to formulate a definition of leadership as 
applicable to the Hartmann zebra. This was easier 
said than done. It was found that in the Hartmann 
zebra the difference between leadership and do
minance is so subtle that it can be considered 
non-existent. The following definition was ulti
mately decided upon: 

In the Hartmann zebra leadership or dominance 
is established as soon as a male, owing to the 
pressure of the species-preserving function of re
production, subjects a female(s) to his authority, 
maintains his authority over her (them) and de
fends her (them) from danger. 

When this definition was tested against field ob
servation it was found to hold good. Although the 
male normally does not show any interest in the 
social organization within the breeding unit the 
dominance-subordination relationship is highly de
veloped between the male and the females. This 
relationship is established as soon as a breeding 
unit is formed. In the older breeding units the 
dominant male only seldom inflicted his dominance 
on the rest of the unit. When he takes the lead 
they invariably follow him. Only one exeption to 
this was observed. Quote from field notes: 

Daan Viljoen Game Reserve 
Breeding unit 6. 

Date: 
5 April 1970. 

"6.45 p.m. The breeding unit is grazing on a 
slope approximately 4 kilometres from the dam. 
Dominant male 6A marches away in direction 
of the dam, apparently on his way to water. Soon 
realizes that his intention movement is not fol
lowed by any of the rest of the unit. He quickly 
turns around, makes a few threat gestures, herd
ing them and when he again moves away the 
rest of the breeding unit follow him." 

While the dominant male is actively engaged in 
rituals with a bachelor unit, or in the greeting cere
mony with another dominant male the females may 
graze up close. It was observed on several Oc
casions that he would then break away from h i : 
adversary and threaten the females who would 
then move away. This threat had the tendency to 
incite the dominant female to a feverish hierarc h:J 1 
activity causing the whole unit to move away at 
a brisk place for up to 100 metres. At the risk of 
being anthropomorphic one wonders whether this 
is not a case of delegated orders. It was further
more also found that whenever an alarm was given 
the male always was the first to investigate. He
would also nearly always take up a position bc
tween the source of clanger and the breeding unit. 
With the breeding unit moving away he showed 
a tendency to bring up the rear. The advantage of 
this behaviour to the survival of the species is 
clear. It allows the females who are important for 
breeding purposes a greater margin of safety and 
should the dominant male be eliminated there is 
always some one from the reservoir of bachelor 
males to take his place. 

One should be very careful, however, not to under
estimate the importance of the male to the breed
ing unit. Its expression in the abovementioned 
situation does not fully show the real importance 
of the social functions that this animal fulfils. One 
may briefly list the social functions of the domi
nant Hartmann zebra male as follows: 

(i) By preventing serious fights within the group. 
When a young female comes into oestrus for 
the first time, or when a strange female ill 
oestrus is abducted by the male, the other 
females immediately turn their "wrath" on 
her. The author is not sure whether this is 
to force her into a low hierarchal position or 
to drive her completely from the breeding 
unit. Both may be true to some extent. In the 
field this was observed once, when a young 
female was chased as far as 400 metres. She 
would always try to get near to the male 
which, just by his passive presence, apparently 
offered her enough protection. In this one 
case where the rest of the females managed 
to separate her from the male and chased her 
away, he followed them at a run and she soon 
managed to gain security again at his side. 
They copulated several times during the da:-. 

(ii) By taking up a defensive position when his 
breeding unit is threatened by a predator ur 
other source of danger. 

(iii) By threatening or chasing an "alien" of the 
same species or of a conspecific group. Th is 
may also serve to remind the rest of the group 
of his dominance. 

(iv) By taking the initiative in leading the breed · 
ing unit although this only happens in ap· 
proximately one-third of the cases. 

(v) By establishing the breeding unit in the fi rs t 
place. 



KJingel (1967)does not doub~ th~t t~e male forms 
the head of the social orgaOlzatlOn m Equus bur
~helli followed by the second in command, the 
do~ant female, and the rest of the females in 
order of their rank in the social hierarchy. The 
dominant female starts any movement and indicates 
direction and speed. She decides on the sleeping 
place dust-bathing site, grazing area and where 
to shelter. The foal has the same status in the 
social hierarchy as its mother. When the animals 
move anywhere, the dominant female takes the 
lead with the rest in order of their dominance. The 
male has no definite place, but usually follows last 
or to the one side. The social hierarchy in the 
females is not stable and may change as quickly 
as once a month, but in one marked group Klingel 
observed, the social hierarchy stayed the same for 
almost a year. He could not determine which fac
tors resuJted in this fast change-over, nor what 
promoted an animal in the hierarchy. 

The situation is not exactly the same with the Hart
mann zebra. The male is nominally the head of 
the social organization. A very strict social hierarchy 
exists among the females but the dominant female 
cannot be considered the second in command. Any 
one of the females in the group may initiate a 
specific movement but she always pays some a!ten
tion to the behaviour of the rest of the females. 
It seems that this involves some degree of mutual 
stimulation. This type of behaviour is called by 
Scott (1958) allelomimetic behaviour and is defined 
as behaviour in which two or more animals do 
the same thing, with some degree of mutual sti
mulation. A female and her foal have been observed 
to leave the immediate vicinity of the rest of the 
breeding unit and start dust-bathing at a point 
approximately 200 metres away. She was alreadv 
dust-bathing when the rest of the unit followe~1 
her. This particular female was about hC'.lfway 
down the social hierarchy. 

With the Hartmann zebra the foal does not seem 
to have the same status in the unit as the mother. 
Foals are ignored completely in an1' activitl· cen
tred ar.ound hiera~chy. The hierarchy among fe
males IS most noticeable when the unit is dust
bathing or resting in the shade of trees. Females 
take turns in dust-bathing in strict order of their 
s.ocial status. After aIJ have dust-bathed they usually 
1ll1ger around under the shade of trees. From this 
stage onwards dust-bathing Occurs on a completely 
random basis. On one occasion a female of lower 
rank. was busy in the dustbowl when a higher
rankl11g female approached and threatened-chased 
her a short distance. A foal from a female of still 
lo~er rank then approached and used the dustbowl 
w~lIle the higher ranking female was still busy 
WIth her other rituals. On another occasion a female 
and .her foal v:ere standing in the shade of a tree. 
A hlgher-rankmg female moved over threatened 
and tbe lower-ranking female left the 'shade of th~ 
tree to go and stand 10 metres away in the sun 
~~r foal remaine~ in the shade, however, both 
. f?aI and the hIgher-ranking female completeit. 
Ignonng each other. J 
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No specific marching order could be observed in 
the Hartmann zebra. That the male normally takes 
up the tail end in any movement was frequently 
observed. This usually happened because he would 
be sleeping in the shade of a tl"ee and might only 
realize that the females were moving away after 
they had already covered 50 metres or mOre. He 
would then follow them in a leisurely way. Once 
the following observation was made: 

The females were grazing while the male stood 
in the shade of a tree. When he first realized 
that the females had gone, they were already over 
a second ridge, 800 metres away and completely 
out of sight. He quickly turned around. The 
females were moving upwind and apparently 
having got their scent he set off after them at a 
brisk trot. 

The tendency of the male to mOve parallel to the 
breeding unit was also observed; this usually hap
pened so that he could be between his mares and 
an adversary or the bachelor unit. 

During the three years that the Hartmann zebras 
were kept under observation at the Daan Viljoen 
Game Reserve no change in the rank of a female 
in a breeding unit was observed . The social rank, 
or hierarchy, can be just as stable as the breeding 
unit itself. The only form of change was observed 
with the establishment of new hierarchies. This 
happened when the dominant female (6B) in breed
ing unit 6 died from natural causes. The second 
highest female automatically became the dominant 
fema le while the rest of the females stayed in the 
same social order as before. The second observation 
was during the time that the dominant male SA 
was removed from his breeding unit for a month. 
Female 5D, tRe lowest ranking female in this breed
ing unit 5 was "abducted" by a male from a bachelor 
unit (See details under formation of new breeding 
units). At the same time this male also managed 
to attach another young female (SF), also from 
the breeding unit 5, and was activel.v herding them. 
Female SD who until this stage had completely 
ignored SF immediately began threatening her con
tinuously and chasing her about - very obviously 
establishing for herself a dominant position in the 
new breeding unit. 

4.4 The influence of sex on the social organization 

It is difficult to determine exactly to what extent 
sex influences the social organization of the Hart
mann zebra. Female~ have a gestation period of 
twelve months and an oestrus period of only two 
to three days with a dioestrus period of approxi
mately three weeks. Once fertilization has been 
achieved no sexual behaviour is shown until after 
the foal is born . Under such conditions, it will be 
appreciated that the sex relationship in general 
tends to form a relatively unimportant part of the 
social organization of the animals, except for the 
function, for a limited period, in the establishment 
of new units or the enlargment of existing small 
ones. This is discussed in greater detail under "for
mation of new breeding units." 
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Plate 2: Two females engaged in "maintenance of hierarchy" activities. A higher ranking female chasing a lower ranking fe· 
male. Photo E. Joubert. 

Plate 3: Individuals awaiting their rurn at a dust bowl where dust-bathing takes place in hierarchal order. Photo E. Jouber t 



As may be assumed , the oestruS cycle in the virgin 
female is very important to the \~'hole social struc
ture of the Hartmann zebra. With young females 
who are undergoing thei r fi rst oestrus period it 
means the cnd of being an "incognito" member o\" 
a breeding unit. The females of the unir. as well 
as the dominant male and other males. immediately 
beain paying her attention. This first oestrus period 
fo; the young female is marked by a high degree 
of aggression from the females in the group. This 
hectic period is further marked by the frolics of 
males trying to abduct her. 

The female in gestation has no discernible inrluence 
on the social organization of the breeding unit. 

4.5 Stability of the breeding unit 

The associations between the individual females in 
a breeding unit are much stronger and more last
ing than those between the females and the domi
nant male. Klingel (1967) came to the same con
clusion when he stated that the coherence of the 
group appears to depend morc upon mutual ties 
between the females than upon herding activity 
by the male. This association is even stronger than 
the tie between the females and their progeny. The 
initial association between mother and foal is very 
strong but gradually declines as the foal grows 
more independent. This association between a fe
male and her young may thus become very loose 
but the ties between the feJnale and her female 
progeny are apparently never completely broken. 
This, however, can only begin to have an influence 
on the already strong cohesion between females 
in the breeding unit after the female progeny have 
reached a certain age, and also only in the cases 
in which they are not abducted beforehand . 

The question thus formulated by the above is what 
factors or stimuli do form and maintain the bond 
betwe~n .the adult females in a breeding unit? This 
an~ slmllar problems, viz., the cohesion in anp 
SOCIal group (flock, etc.) have been considered by 
many workers (Lorenz 1931; Alee 1938 ; Tinbergen 
1951 and 1953; Scott 1958; Barnett & Evans 1965; 
and Ewer . 1968). There is general agreement that 
t~e behaVIOur patterns aimed at limiting aggres
sIve act.s, sometimes in ritualized form, lead to the 
promotIOn of social cohesion. 

One very marked behavioural trait of the Hart
mann. zebra, the social hierarchy, lIlay lead to the 
establIshment and maintenance of this bond be
~feen the adult females of a breeding unit. Inili<lll~'. 

COurse, no bond exists as females strange to 
on~ ~nother, are forced into a unit bv'the herding 
activIty of the male. One is amazed - however at 
row soon and at what high intensi t-y' these stra'nge 
~~:~es set out to establish. a social hierarchy. 

. two strange females In the new breeding 
uaentlt lacf~olst. each other for the Fi rst time either 

na Igltlng tal{e I . ' . d' I space or one gives way Ilnme-
late~. N?rmally the female first recruited by the 

new d omma~t male has an advantage over the 
secol) recruIted female. This, however, is not the 

case when the second female is much older and 
consequently larger then the fi rSI female. This ),lll er 
situation, however. only rarely arises because of 
the cohesion between females of existing breed
ing units and the limited !lumber of times they 
are <lbductcd by other males. The weilkcr of the 
two females quickly retires. During subseqi.:en\ 
meetings the non-essential parts of the behilviour 
pattern are eliminated and t;;~ dominant onc (or 
higher ranking female) need only makc a threat 
10 cause the subordinale female to move slighrly 
a\vay. Scot! (1958) points Out that lenrning con
nected with fighting behaviour has a tendency to 
be long-lasting, and the thus established dominance 
relationship is usually very stable, It is also a be
haviour pattern aimed at limiting fighting and thus 
promotes social cohesion. 

Even in old-established breeding units, where tbe 
females must have known one another for vears . 
high-intensity activity to affirm social status is -strik· 
ing. Field observation has shown that this activitv 
may occur anything between two to eight times 
per pair per day (the latter in newly-established 
breeding units) . In a breeding unit wilh six females 
theoretically 15 possible pairs of females exist. and 
this activity can thus theoretically take place 120 
times p.er day. No other single activity takes up so 
much tllne and energy in the social organization of 
the Hartmann zebra . The eliciting treshold of tllis 
behaviour is very low and it has become so stereo
typed that it can be considered ritualized . This 
then brings us to another very important function 
of this ritualized behaviour in the cohesion of adult 
females in the breeding unit, namel\! ins!i nctive 
movement. This is described by Loreni (l963 : 55) 
as follows : 

"The newly arisen motor co-ordination of the 
ritllalized pattern bears the character or an inde
pendent instinctive movement; the eliciting si· 
tu.ation. too. which in such cases is largely deter
milled by the answering behaviour of the addi'e~
see, acquires a 11 the properties of the drive-reliev
ing end situation, aspired to for its own sake . 
Cn other words. the chain of actions that ol'ginal
Iy served other objective and subjective ends. 
becomes an end in itse! f as soon as it has be
come an automatic rite . . . The independent in
stinctive movement is not a by-product, not an 
"epi-phenomenon" of the bond holding the two 
animals together ; it is itself the bond. The COIl

stant repetition of these ceremonies which hold 
the pair together gives a good measure of the 
strength of the autonomous drive which s~ts 
them in motion." 

One may thus assume that the hierarchal behi!
viotlml activities shown by the vilrious females of a 
breeding unit form a chain of cohesion from the 
highest female in the social order to the lowest. 

The striking stabilit~r of a breeding unit may also be 
illustrated with two examples from the Daan ViI· 
joen Game Reserve. 
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Breeding unit l. 
Date : 
18th August, 1969. 

Male lA that has led a solitary life for the last 
18 months, has succeeded in taking over breed
ing unit 4 from 4A. He (Male lA) is however 
only interested in two of the four adult females 
in this breeding unit. He actively herds the two 
females and a sn~dJJ foal while trying to keep 
the rest of the animals away. He is very nervous 
and keeps his new "bounty" constantly on the 
move and away from all other social units in the 
area. 

After a week he accepts the inevitable and the two 
sections of old breeding unit 4 join as breeding 
unit 1. 

Breeding unit 5. 
Date: 
January to February 1971. 

On 16 January, dominant male 5A was removed 
from his breeding unit, both for physiological 
experimentation and to test the strength of the 
bond in the breeding units . After 16 days (31 
January), a male (2C) from a bachelor unit join
ed the breeding unit. Eleven days later (11 Feb
ruary) he succeeded in abducting female 5D and 
her one-month-old foal, and 5F, a young foal in 
her first oestrus: but the rest of the unit main
tained their solidarity. When the male 5A was 
released six days later (17 February), he imme
diately rejoined the unit; and two days later fe
male 5D rejoined the group. 

It is significant that the cohesion of the social bond 
between the females in this breeding unit stood up 
to 27 days without the presence and the possible 
influence of the male. It is also significant that the 
only two females that did break away were both 
in oestrus, and that one returned after the original 
male came back. 

4.6 Behaviour patterns between individuals 

4 .6 .1 Individual recognition 

The success of the social hierarchy and even the 
maintenance of the Hartmann zebra social system 
depends on the ability of the various members of a 
breedinc:r unit to differentiate between one another. 
From fi~ld observations it is quite abvious that the 
social encounters between the different members 
are based on mutual recognition. Apart: from the 
fact that this must take place through sensory per
ception, it is not clear exactly how this is achieved. 
The two senses that seem to be the most important 
here are olfactory and visual. Of these lwo, it is 
the author's belief that visual stimuli are more im
portant in the various Hartmann zebra units. The 
conspicuous individual markings of the Hartmann 
zebra greatly aid visual recognition. Klingel (1967) 
mentions that in the Burchell zebra acoustic cha
racteristics are also important for individual re
cognition. In the western Etosha National Park, 
where both the Burchell zebra and the Hartmann 
zebra occur in the same area, it was observed that 

• 

the Burchell zebra were much nOISier than the 
Hartmann zebra. It may thus very well be that 
this characteristic is also a method for individual 
recognition. In the Hartmann zebra however, the 
impression was formed that the sounds emitted \Vcre 
largely of communicational purpose rather than 
iden tificationa I. 

4 .6 .2 Ritualized threat and displays 

After the male has established his dominance over 
the females, most of the social contacts in the 
breeding unit are between the females . The moti
vation behind this social contact is mainly to form 
and maintain a hierarchy. 

The primitive or basic mechanism in the establ ish
ment of a social hierarchy is aggression. Aggres ion 
is defined by Lorenz (1963) as the fighting instinct 
in animals which is directed against members of 
the same species. That intra-specific aggression has 
a survival value for species is certain, but it is just 
as important that in a breeding unit it must be 
inhibited . The usual assumption is that displays 
and threats drive others away without the need for 
harmful assault. Ewer (1968 : 154) defines a threat 
as a signal denoting that, contingent upon some 
act or failure to act on the part of the recipient 
of the signal, hosti le actions will be taken. Ewer 
also points out that threat frequently includes 
actions which serve to draw attention to threatener's 
size or weapons; such preliminaries are then re
ferred to as an intimidation display. In the Harl
mann zebra this consists of the aggressor baring 
its teeth . 

Apart from the development of hierarchy (and thus 
contributing to the stability of the breeding unit) 
threat may also be used by the females in defensc 
of their young. On the 28th October 1970 a female 
was standing in a rest posture with her foal lying 
next to her. Two other foals were engaged in play, 
their activity bringing them closer and closer [0 

the small foal lying on the ground. When the danger 
of their tramping on him became imminent the 
mare, without moving, displayed a threat posture. 
The two playing foals immediately moved away. 
Females also use threat displays to expel young 
adults from the breeding unit and also to re pel 
animals from other units . It was observed in the 
field that it is even used inter-specifically w hen 
driving kudu from under shade trees and on one 
occasion a gemsbok from a feeding trough. 

As in most animal specics threat behaviour has a h o 
been ritualized. According to Lorenz (1963: 72) 
ritualization is the phylogenetic process which Cl c
ates a new autonomous instinct which interfe l' S 

as an independent force with all other instinci il e 
motivations. The primary function of rituali zed 
threat consists of communication to prevent the 
harmful effects of aggression by inducing mutua l 
understanding between members of a species. E\\ er 
(1968: 19) takes the same standpoint and stre ~ e5 
the fact that if it is advantageous for a quick a nd 
correct response to be made, then there will be 



I f for makinCJ the signal more obvious and 
se ec. It on I able In the Hartmann zebra ritualized unllUS a {'. . (S 
threat behaviour consists of the followlllg ee 
plate 2): 

The ears are pulled back tightly against the head, 
the head is lowered and the neck stretched for
ward as far as possible and. the teeth are bared. 
The tail is lashed and the anllnal charges a couple 
of metres. 

During threat display no contact is ~ver made ?e
tween the two participants: The an.unal at. which 
the threat is directed s0II1:etlmes ,beg.lIls !llOvlng o~f 
immediately at the first slgnal.of thIS dlspl.ay. ThIS 
quick reaction to the threat dl.splay so!netllnes re
sults in the latter part of the dlspla~, ~IZ. the short 
charge, not being carried out. One IS Impre~sed by 
the passive acceptance by .the lower ranklllg fe
males of this threat behavIOur. No very marked 
submissive behaviour, as is for instance shown by 
the wolf (Schenkel 1967) and various species of 
gazelle (Walther 1966) was ever noticed in the 
Hartmann zebra, apart from the quick moving 
away of the lower ranking female. This sub~issive 
gesture of moving away by. the lower .rankmg fe
male is normally accompaT1led by a laymg back of 
the ears, but not as tightly against the head as in 
the animal carrying out the threat display and the 
head is held high in contrast to the lowered head 
in the threat display. The tail in the lower ranking 
female is lifted above the horizontal line formed 
by the back and rump and held rigidly backwards. 

4.6.3 Behaviour between dominant male and 
females 

The maintenance needs of the breeding units do 
not necessitate any other contact, apart from ri
tualized threat between the adult females and it 
seems that contact is simply avoided. Social con
tact in the way of amicable behaviour, however, 
occurs between" the females and the dominant male. 
That this pattern of amicable behaviour plays an 
important role in the maintenance of social co
hesion is also discussed by Lorenz and Ewer (1968). 
According to Lorenz (1963: 148) amicable be
haviour should not be regarded as merely the ex
pression of an independently existing bond between 
the animals concerned. He maintains that once an 
innate amicable pattern has been evolved. this will 
show the properties characteristic of built-in forms 
of behaviour with an increasing need to be per
formed the longer it is denied outlet. A social com
panion provides the only adequate means of dis
charging the pattern: thus the situation is reached 
when the need to show "friendly" behaviour is 
greater than just to have a social companion. It 
thus forms a bond between individuals. 

During field observations it was observed that each 
of the .females would at least once a day make con
t~et wIth the dominant male. This sometimes con
SIsted of naso-nasal contact, but mostly the female 
:"ould rub her shoulder against the male while mov
mg past him. This amicable contact in the Hart-
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mann zebra is always of a very brief duration. 
Klingel (1967) found that in the Burchell zebra 
the dominant male showed preference for a certain 
female in the breeding unit and that this female 
was not necessarily the "leader" female. No such 
favouritism or preference for anyone female in 
a breeding unit was ever shown by a dominant 
male in the Hartmann zebra. Occasionally a higher 
ranking female chased a lower ranking female 
from the male, but this occurred only rarely. 

When male SA was removed from breeding unit 
5 for a period of one month for experimental pur
poses, an interesting observation was made. During 
the first three days the rest of the breeding uni t 
definitely searched for the male, roaming all over 
the Daan Viljoen Game Reserve. Every other breed
ing unit encountered was accosted. They would 
first look at the other unit from a distance and 
then move in. They would intermingle with the 
other breeding unit, and various females would 
make naso-nasal contact, then swiftly whirl around 
and kick out. Even the most lowly-ranked female 
of breeding unit 5 showed this very aggressive be
haviour. All this took place at a very fast pace 
and in a relativelv short time. One of the author's 
most memorable sights occurred during this period. 
He was watching another breeding unit early one 
morning, when he first noticed a head appearing 
over the top of a ridge, looking down onto the 
breeding unit he was watching. One after another 
the rest of the adult females' heads appeared next 
to one another. They all stood looking down at the 
other breeding unit with ears cocked. It was only 
when they started running down towards the other 
breeding unit that he identified them positively as 
breeding unit 5. After about a week breeding unit 
5 seemed to' accept the inevitable and although they 
still roamed around they no longer accosted any 
of the other breeding units. 

4.6.4 Behaviour between adults and foals 

The behaviour of adults in a breeding unit to
wards its young foals may be subdivided into three 
categories: 

(i) between a female and her own progeny; 
(ii) between a female and the progeny of other 

females; and 
(iii) between the dominant male and the foals. 

4.6.4.1 Between the female and her own progeny 

The behaviour of the female towards her own young 
foal will also be discussed under Parental Care. 
The eliciting threshold for maternal behaviour is at 
its lowest the moment the foal is born (due to hor
mones and other releasers caused by the appearance 
and behaviour of the foal). By grooming and other 
amicable behaviour the foal instinctively tries to 
keep this threshold for maternal behaviour as low 
as possible. However, despite this, the maternal be
haviour in the female declines l.vhile the eliciting 
threshold for the "expelling the foal" behaviour 
becomes lower. Exactly what innate mechanism 
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causes this to happen is not clear; it may have 
some connection with the hormonal state of the 
mother and the drying up of the maternal milk 
supply. The change in behaviour of the femalc to
wards hcr foal is already noticeable when the foal 
reaches an agc of approximately 10 months and 
is weaned. A more dramatic change, however, takcs 
place three to six months later, shortly before the 
birth of the new foal. At this stage the female tries 
her best to drive the foal, which is now approxi
matelv 13 10 16 months old, out of the breeding 
unit. This behaviour may last as long as a month 
and at the birth of the new foal it shows another 
change. Once the new foal is born, the mother 
completely ignores the older foal if it has not al
ready left the breeding unit at this stage. Although 
the older foal still follows the mother with her 
new foal, social contact virtually ceases until the 
foal either leaves the breeding unit or (in the case 
of a female foal) is integrated into the brceding 
unit by the dominant male. This latter how·cver, 
only happens infrequently. 

Klingel (1967) found that with the Burchell zebra 
the female foals disappeared from their breeding 
unit at an age of between one to two years, the 
average age being one and a half years. According 
to his observations it appears that the female foals 
usually leave the breeding unit of their own accord 
although they are sometimes driven out. More ge
nerally, however, they are abducted against the 
will of the dominant male by other strange males. 
The male foals in the Burchell zebra leave the 
breeding unit at an age of one to two years. This 
behaviour in the male foals is voluntary and Klin
gel emphatically states that they are not driven out 
by the adult male or female. 

In the Hartmann zebra it was found that no dif
ference existed in the behaviour of the female to
wards her progeny - male or fcm<lle. The "ex
pelling the foal" behaviour was directed by the 
mother with as much vigour against female foals 
as it was against male foals. From observations at 
the Daan Viljoen Game Reserve it was found that 
approximately a third of the foals leave the breed
ing unit at the age of 14 to 16 months as a direct 
result of this behaviour. The ratio of newborn foals 
to foals older than one year is approximately 60:40. 
From the age of 14 to 16 months the foals (male 
and female alike) leave the breeding units volun
tarily so that only 8 per cent of a breeding unit 
is formed by foals older than two years. It seems 
that the age at which the foals leave their breed
ing units closely correlates with what Klingel found 
in the Burchell zebra. Furthermore, as all these 
foals are still sexualy immature, it seems that 
sexual motivation does not play a role in this be
haviour. 

4.6.4.2 Between the female and other foals. 

The behaviour of females towards foals of other 
females in the breeding unit is one of indifference. 
but while the foals are still young, tolerance. This 
is especially the case when young foals sometimes 

amble up for naso-nasal contact with other females 
in the breeding unit. Females never try to e, pcl 
foals of other females from the breeding unit. ex
cept when the female foals come into oestrus for 
the first time. 

4.6.4.3 Between the dominant male and the foa ! ~ 

The behaviour of the dominant male to\vards I/; c 
foals in his breeding unit is also one of tolenllh.:c 
although they are normally completely ignored. 1'n 
the Etosha National Park the author once obse l"l cd 
a dominant Burchell zcbr8 male tryin3 to kill a 
new-born foal. The female actively protected Ill e 
foal by rushing in between the male and the fll" I. 
Once while the foal was lying flat on the grOlllld 
the male reared on its hind feet, but before he could 
crash down on the foal, the female knocked him 
to the one side with her shoulder. This behav iour 
has a Iso been recorded for horses (Pers. com. P. 
Starke). Behind the Legislative Assembly Buildings 
in Windhoek a female and male Hartmann zei1r:a 
were kept in a small enclosure with a number of 
other game. When the female gave birth to a 
small foal the male became quite aggressive and 
after trying to kill his own foal, killed a dui l,.er 
and another small antelope. He then had to be re
moved from the enclosure. Nothing similar \\'as 
ever observed in any of the study areas and Ihc 
author would rather not hazard a guess at what 
triggers this killing behaviour in B~rchell zeLa, 
horses and in the one instance, Hartmann zebra, 

Normally the dominant male only becomes aggrt·s· 
sive to male foals older than two years and oll ly 
when one of the females in the breeding unit is in 
oestrus. But even then this behaviour does Jlot 
reach the high intensity of the "expelling of d lc 
foal" behaviour shown by females. Immedialt' ly 
after threatening the male foal they may gr<lt.c 
again within two metres of one another. On (J ne 
occasion a male foal (approximately 10 mon ths 
old) was observed actually hampering the mat i\;g 
behaviour of the dominant male without (he la t
ter retaliating. 

Quote from field notes: 

Daan Viljoen Game Reserve. 
Breeding unit 3. 

Date: 
27th October, 1970. 

"5.15 p.m. The oestrus female approaches dO lll i
nant male and then urinates. The male sn il 1'5 
and goes through the flehmen sequence. Her m.Il e 
foal comes running from over 50 metres aw 'IY. 
also sniffs and shows f1ehmen. While doing tll is 
he tries to push the dominant male away \\ It h 
the posterior part of his body. After a while 
he starts grazing and moves away while li!c 
male continues with his flehmen activities. Af ter 
some time the male 

5.20 p.m. walks over to the female who prescll'.S 
herself. Following the usual preliminaries IIC 

mounts but does not copulate. The foal :1 1'-



roaches and tries to push the. male f:om the 
female bites (groom?) the male m the Side. The 
male dismounts and completely ignores the acti
vities of the foal." 

Considerable variation was observed in the be
haviour of the domin~nt male towards the. femal.e 
foals. When female foals leave the breedmg Ul1lt 
the male does not try to stop them. The female 
foal that leaves a breeding unit sometimes, for a 
short period joins up \~ith a bachelo: unit or wan
ders around singly. KlmgeJ (1967) did not observe 
this with the Burchell zebra. The wandering female 
foal is quickly picked up by a male which has had 
sexual experience, nom1ally a male which has lost 
its own breeding unit to another male or male 
with a small (one to two females) breeding unit. 
Thus a new breeding unit might be formed with 
these foals which are not yet sexually mature. 

Female foals which stay with the breeding unit 
are normally faced with agonistic behaviour from 
the older females when they have their first oestrus 
period. This agonistic behaviour by the adult fe
males may be either to force the young in-oestrus 
female into a low hierarchal rank or to drive her 
from the breeding unit. They are now abducted 
with relative ease by other males. The dominant 
male wiJi occasionally try to herd or actively de
fend such a female foal. It seems that the threshold 
for herding behaviour in the dominant male is 
raised with each female he acquires, until he no 
longer actively recruits females for the breeding 
unit. This is understandable, or else it would defy 
the whole concept of the social organization evolved 
by the Hartmann zebra. 

This behaviour was once beautifully illustrated at 
the Daan Viljoen Game Reserve. A female foal join
ed a bachelor unit and shortly afterwards came into 
oestrus. Not one of the male foals in the breeding 
unit was sexually mature enough at this stage to 
mate with her. One of the dominant males of an
other breeding unit mated with her several times 
with the bachelor unit milling around them and hi~ 
own breeding unit grazing a short distance away. 
He never tried herding her to his breeding unit. 
A~ter ~er oestrus period passed he joined up again 
With hiS Own breeding unit while she staved with 
~he ba~helo~ unit. She eventually formed wa breed
Ing Ul1lt With another female foal (who at this 
stage had not yet had an oestrus) and an adult 
male who was introduced into the Reserve. 

4.7 Communication 

The social relationship in the Hartmann zebra is 
base? 0!l the prerequisite that an effective com
;u~lcahon system exists between the various in
~~~hual.s and between groups of individuals. The 

. a
l 

rusm of communication are either throuah 

S
V.lsua

l 
signs (behaviour) andJor through vocaliz~d 

Igna s. In the Ha t b . babl .. r mann ze ra the former IS pro-
On the ~~r~ Imp?rtant for the social organization 

to W 
clal umt level. Sounds are normally used 

am oth . d· . er 111 IVlduals when danger threatens. 
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Tinbergen (1953: 81), quoting Lorenz, points out 
~ha~ ~olours, shapes, calls and movements by one 
mdlvldual have as their only function the release 
of fitting responses in another individual (of the 
same species normally). Lorcnz (as quoted by Tin
bergen) describes this concept as follows: 

·'~he :neans ~v~lved for. the sending out of key 
s~lfnuh may lIe. m a bodily character, as in spe
Cial colour deSign or structure, or in an instinc
tive action, such as posturing, "dancing" and the 
like. In most cases thev are to be found in both 
Ihat is, in some insti~ctive acts which displa; 
colour schemes or structures that were evolved 
exclusively for this end. All such devices for the 
issuing of releasing stimuli, I have tenned re
leasers (Ausloser), regardless of whether the re
leasing factor be optical or acoustical, whether 
an act, a structure or a colour." 

As already said, field work on the Hartmann zebra 
indicated that the principle of releasers seems to 
be important in the social co-operation of this 
animal, especially on the social unit level. 

4.7.1 Communication between individuals of a 
breeding unit 

Various releasers are used in the breeding unit be
tween the dominant male and adult females, be
tween the adult females and between the foals them
selves. Releasers between female and foal will be 
discussed separately. The most important releaser 
between the dominant male and the females is the 
herding activity. The releaser for amicable behaviour 
between male and female is the way a female will 
rub her shoulder on the flank of a male while 
moving past. Between adult females there is even a 
greater rang~ of signals. The way their ears are 
moved, the angle at which the head and neck are 
held as well as the movement of the tail are all 
behavioural patterns which stimulate other adult 
females. Foals also use re leasers to initiate play. 
This may consist of one racing past another in
viting a chase, or it may nibble at the other's knees 
to start play-fighting. It is clear from the above 
that all this conveys information on the emotional 
state of the individual and thus is of communicaw 
tional value. 

Not all communication is based on behavioural re
leasers, however, as the Hartmann zebra also has 
a limited numbe~ of vocal releasers. Klingel (1967) 
describes a number of sounds emitted by the Bur
chell zebra and their meaning. According to him 
contact with the group is maintained by means of 
sounds, especially on dark nights. Foals also call 
their mothers when they become separated. In the 
Hartmann zebra the following limited vocabulary 
was found to be used by the animals. Though some 
of the sounds are frequently repeated, there is little 
variation in the pattern: 

(i) Sign of contentment: - This sound is achieved 
by forcing the air through closed lips, causing 
them to slap against each other. This can be 
considered to be a signal of contentment and 
is usually emitted whi 1st grazing or resting. 
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(ii) Challenge caJ J: - This is a sudden, short, ex
plosive snort, with the qualities of a sneeze. 
It is relatively loud . This sound is normally 
emitted whenever something suspicious or 
strange is seen by any animal in the social 
unit. It immediately causes the other animals 
in the unit to be on their guard and all of 
them will then intently watch to ascertain the 
cause of the alarm in the first place. In a 
breeding unit the dominant male will then 
advance a few feet and again and again utter 
this sound. This sound is never directed at any 
other individual of the same species and can 
be considered as socially negative. The function 
of this sudden explosive noise might be to 
evoke a reaction in the original cause of the 
alarm so that they (the Hartmann zebra) may 
decide which action, if any, must be taken. Dur
ing the study the author tried on several oc
casions to creep up to a social unit to take 
photographs. When one of the animals emitted 
this sound it was normally a sign that the 
author was spotted . If he kept perfectly still 
the animals would sometimes approach as much 
as 50 metres while snorting at intervals . As 
soon as he moved again or stood up (hey 
would be gone like a flash . 

(iii) Alarm call: - This sound was normally uttered 
by a unit as (hey ran away from danger -
especially at night. This sound is repeated for 
several seconds at a time and carries very far. 
In the Burchell zebra one finds a comparable 
sound but it is used with greater regularity 
than in Hartmann zebra . In both cases it 
warns other groups of animals in the area 
and often one can hear it being taken up by 
other groups or units as well. 

(iv) Submissive call: - This sound is very highly 
pitched, and although it is not loud it can be 
heard over relatively long distances. This sound 
is emitted by so large a variety of individuals 
under variable circumstances that it is quite 
possible that what a human ear registers as 
one definite call may in actual fact be several. 
It is mostlv heard in the bachelor unit, especial
ly when a dominant male of a breeding unit 
is in attendance. Tt is also sometimes emitted 
by the female during the courtship ritual, pro
bably to confirm her submissiveness. During 
the "expelling of the foal " behaviour by the 
female, the foal against whom this behaviour 
is directed, might also emit this submissive call. 

Another type of communication which is found in 
the Hartmann zebra. but which is more vague, is 
mood transmission. Mood transmission is brought 
about or communicated by what may be termed ex
pression movements. This normally happens when an 
individual starts on a certain behavioural activity 
- feeding, rolling or defaeca tion - and the res! of 
the social unit follows suit. These expression move
ments, however, all have different inciting tresholds. 
Activities centred around daily living requirements 
such as feeding normally have a higher treshold 
than activities that might indicate danger. When an 

animal starts on a normal daily activity the rest 
of the social unit mayor may not be induced to do 
the same. Even if they are so induced, the change 
occurs at a leisurely pace. Should, however, onc of 
the animals signal an alarm , all of the social unit 
immediately pay attention. Likewise the threshold 
for running is much lower than that for walking. 
The latter has been observed often in the field. A 
number of social units might be grazing within 
sight of each other. If one of the units starts m ()V 

ing off slowly, not one of the other social units 
will pay it any attention . However, should one of rhe 
social units start running in a determined man ner, 
it will quickly cause a stampede. Field observat ions 
also indicate that expression movements ini tiated 
by the dominant male have a lower threshold than 
any started by the females . Likewise, the thresho ld 
for activities started by a female high in the social 
hierarchy is lower than the threshold of females 
lower on the hierarchy scale. 

4 .7.2 Communication between mare and foal 

r n contrast to the Burchell zebra the foals of the 
Hartmann zebra were never heard to make a call 
of their own. One of the mOre conspicuous re
leaser signals in the mare-foal relationship is when 
the foal wants to feed. The foal approaches the 
female and walks in under her neck, rubbing its 
side against her chest. If the female is moving f Ir
ward this behaviour forces her to come to a sta nd
still. The foal then continues with this "crossil1g 
of the bows" movement and ends up head to tail 
alongside the female and starts suckling. During 
the study period this movement by the foal was 
initiated 49 per cent of cases from the right hand 
side and in 36 per cent from the left side of the 
female. In 15 per cent of the cases the foal tried 
suckling from behind between the hindlegs of the 
female . This was invariably unsuccessful, while the 
percentage of success with the former two ap
proaches was quite high. 

Two other types of visual releasers also occur be· 
tween mare and foal. They are both threat orientat
ed and very much ritualized. The one occurs when 
the female" starts weaning the foal. Although (he 
foal may still try to lIse the releaser signal discus cd 
above, it become less and less successful. At r]-is 
stage they attempt stealing up to the female f rom 
behind. She invariably notices them and goes 
through the same motions as described earlier, ·iz. 
laying back the ears, lowering the head but instead 
of moving forward she moves backwards in lif cle 
jumps, picking up both hindfeet a few inches fw m 
the ground as though ready to kick out, although 
she never does. This results in the foal immediatuly 
moving away. 

The other releaser signal is the same threat dis play 
used by adult females in the maintenance of h i r
archy, but here it is used to drive the foal out of 
the breeding unit. The reaction of the foal to this 
behaviour is learned and not innate as one \voldd 
expect. This became quite clear from field o ~
servations, for when the female first starts thIS 



behaviour she actually has to bite to get ~ny reaction 
f n the foal. The foal however, qlllckly learns 
t~O~void the female when she threat-displays. 

4.7.3 Communication between different breeding 
units 

In the social organization of the Hartmann zebra 
nO need has evolved for contact between di fferen t 
breeding units - apart from that between dominant 
males.The latter however, will be discussed under 
a separate heading. Social contact between adult 
females of various breeding units is simply avoided. 
No need for communication has therefore been de
veloped. Even when, for various reasons different 
breeding units should aggregate or intermingle, the 
various breeding units maintain their high degree 
of solidarity. As mentioned earlier it is only the 
warning call from one social unit which has any 
marked effect on other Hartmann zebra units. 

4.8 Mating behaviour 

The mating behaviour in the Hartmann zebra is 
relatively simple. As the dominant male and the 
females in the breeding unit are known to one 
another, courtship is peaceful \vith no elaborate 
ritualization. In the Burchell zebra Klingel (1967) 
does not describe any mating behaviour apart from 
the fact that the oestrus female is constantly fol
lowed around by the male. Although, as has already 
been said, the mating behaviour in the Hartmann 
zebra is simple, it may still be divided into three 
phases: 

1. Urination- flehmen sequence. 
2. Courtship. 
3. Copulation. 

4.8.1 Urination-flehmen sequence 

The coming-into-oestrus of a female is first signal
led .by the behaviour of the male. He suddenly starts 
paYll1g.more attention to that female especially when 
she urInates, which is now more frequent than is 
norma.1. At this stage he frequently exhibits flehmen 
behaVIOur as well as the tendency to urinate on 
the same ~pot as .the female. Flehmen is apparently 
almost ulllversal 111 the animal world and has been 
reported i~ Carnivora and Chiroptera (Schneider, 
193~), Bovldae and Camelidae (Ewer, 1968) and in 
Equldae. 

In the Hartmann zebra this behaviour consists of 
an indivi~ual, normally the dominant male, sniffing 
at the ~nne of a female in oestrus. The head is 
~hen raised, turned sideways with the nose point
In~ upwards, the lips turned back and the nose 
wnnl~led .. As Ewer (1968) points out, the facial ex
p~essl?n IS rather suggestive of disgust. Apart from 
~ ~ w~ldeb~est ~Connochaetes taurinus), where this 
(~ aVIOur IS stnking in the challenge ritual activities 

stes, 1968), it is normally done in connection with 
sexual b h . 

e aVIOur. In the Hartmann zebra flehmen 
was also notic d· h b (1968) e III t e achelor units. Both Ewer 

and Estes (1968) are emphatic that this be-
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haviour is not a display. Knappe (1964), as quoted 
by Ewer, points out that it is a muscular con
traction that opens the ductus incisivus that en
sures scent molecules to reach Jacobson's organ 
for olfactory analysis. In the Hartmann zebra it 
was observed that not only the male showed fleh
men behaviour, but females sometimes do the 
same. On one occasion a female, after sniffing at 
a spot where an oestrus female had urinated, show
ed flehmen behaviour which was illlmediately copied 
by her three-months foal. 

At this stage, before mating, the flehmen behaviour 
is not followed by any other sexual behaviour. The 
male, however, shows a tendency to urinate at the 
same place as the female. The simplest hypothesis 
to explain this "marking" behaviour by the male 
would be that he is covering her urine with his 
own to indicate to rivals, that might come along, 
that the female in oestrus is already accompanied 
by a dominant male. On one occasion after flehmen 
behaviour, a male was observed to urinate on the 
spot. He then continued to graze and about haa an 
hours later came across the same place (it is dif
ficult to say whether this happened on purpose or 
by chance). He stood sniffing at the same place, 
then pawed the area with his front hoof, sniffed 
again and showed flehmen. 

4.8.2 Courtship 

In the Burchell zebra Klingel (1967), as has already 
been mentioned. does not describe any courtship 
behaviour apart from the fact that the female is 
constantly followed by the male. ]n the Hartmann 
zebra two types of courtshi p behaviour were ob
served. The .. first type was the most common and 
was noticed every time that a female was in 
oestrus. The second type of behaviour was ob
served on very few occasions; perhaps it is not 
part of the general courtship behaviour, or perhaps 
it only occurs at a certain stage during courtship. 

In the Illore common form of courtship displayed 
by the Hartmann zebra, the male and female some
time graze anything up to 50 metres apart from 
where the female then approaches the male. In 
contrast to the behaviour in the Burchell zebra 
the female approaches the male. Without any naso
nasal contact or any other ceremony she presents 
the posterior part of her body to the male. The 
male would then sniff at her vulva and rub the 
front part of his head (face) against her genital 
area. This procedure increases in intensity as the 
female approaches the peak of her oestrus period. 
When the female presents herself at that stage, 
she makes little jumps with the posterior part of 
the body, lifting both hind feet simultaneously a 
few inches above the groun 1 By doing this she 
rubs her vulva against the head of the male. The 
male answers by returning ,he rubbing and then 
lays his head on her rump. Walthcr (1958) regards 
this placement of the male's head on the female's 
rump as a ritualized intention mounting movement. 
By doing this the male is signalling to the female 
his intention of mounting and if she is ready she 
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assumes the mating posture. Walther mentions that 
this behaviour is found in most 01' the Tragelaphi
nae and to a certain extent in Antilopinae. It is 
also described by Short (1966) for the African ele
phant, although he does 110t mention the ritualised 
function of this behaviour. 

The second type of courtship behaviour seemed to 
be more ritualised. 

Quote ft'O'n field notes: 

Daan Viljoen Game Reserve. 
Breeding unit 5. 
Date: 
27th October, 1970. 

"5.15 p.m. All the members of breeding unit 5 are 
grazing. The female in oestrus and the domi
nant male (SA) are grazing approximately 30 
yards apart. The female starts moving in the 
direction of the male with head held low and ears 
laid back. The male picks up his head and with 
head held high trots closer with an almost stiff
legged gait. When they are 10 yards apart the 
female stops, emits the submissive call and uri
nates. The male moves closer and after sniffing 
at the spot where she urinated goes through the 
flehmen behaviour. This lasts for several minutes 
while the female continues to graze and move 
away. The male continues to smell and rub his 
nose over the area where the female urinated 
and again goes through the flehmen behaviour. 
5.20 p.m. The male moves over to the female 
who presents herself." 

Although he mounted her after the preliminaries 
they did not copulate - it did not appear as though 
he really tried. It is difficult to decide whether 
this behaviour is a deviation from the normal mat
ing behaviour or whether it is an integral part of the 
courtship behaviour. 

4.8.3 Copulation 

The ritual where the male lays his head on the 
female's rump normally lasts several seconds be
fore the male attemps to mount. During intro
mission the male lays his head, with ears laid back, 
between the female's shoulder blades while he 
clamps her with his front legs. The female lowers 
her head with her ears also laid back and with 
lips pulled back. This facial expression in the Bur
chell zebra female has been called "rossigkeitsge
sicht". Copulation normally lasts only a few seconds 
but is repeated almost at hourly intervals for a 
couple of days. 

4.9 Parental care 

In the social structure of the Hartmann zebra the 
female is alone responsible for the care of the 
foal. The relationship between the female and foal 
is dynamic and changes constantly as the foal grows 
older. With the change in relationship there is also 
a change in the behaviour of both animals. All 
this indicates that an innate mechanism exists to 

make this mutual adaptation between the two 111 1:01. 

bel'S of the relationship posssible. 

Although no actuul birth of foals was seen ci ll~ i n g 
the study, preparturitional behaviour was obsel \'cd 
on several occasions. As parturition becomes Im 
minent the behaviour of a female to her prevIOUS 
foal becomes changed. During February 1971 fe llw lc 
4B was noticed to be extremely hosti le toward, her 
14 months-old female foal. This behaviour was 1-":pl 
lip for two days. Early on the third morni ng a 
newly born foal was observed with 4B. A rev (, l' ~ al 
in her behaviour seemed to have occurred tow'lrds 
the older foal. This foal was now once more ~ c
cepted (or ignored) and allowed to come nea r 10 
its mother. 

External stimuli seem to play an important lole 
in the initiation of maternal behaviour. This SC ~ Ill S 
to be confirmed by the difference in appearance of 
the newly born and their parents. Tinbergen (19'1 ): 
209) quotes Lorenz to the effect that this extcrnal 
stimulus serves as an innate releasing mecha n i~m 
for maternal behaviour in the female. The <l P

pearance of the young Hartmann zebra foal \ i'z. 
the relatively shorter face, lighter colour of the 
stripes, the long hair covering the body, giving It a 
woolly appearance, might all be visual, and the I<lt· 
ler also tactile, stimuli for this innate releaSing 
mechanism in the female. Apart from the dl.: \·c
loprnent of maternal behaviour another ma rl,cd 
activity of the female during these first few hO ll rs 
is the attention given to the young by smelling [l l1 d 
licking, especially the anogenital region. Ewer (1 9 ~ S) 
suggests that the primary factor involved is the SLt -

sequent recognition bV the female of its young by 
its 01 factory characteristics. As the foal grows more 
independent and moves further from the fem ale, 
recognition is made visually, at a distance but lllis 
is always repeately confirmed by direct cont w..: t. 
The same is true of the foal in recognizing ils 
mother. Klingel (1967) reports the same for tile 
Burchell zebra. 

One of the adaptations in the social behaviour of 
the female is the need to defend the young fo.d. 
During the first three months after the birth of Ihe 
foal the female is a symbol or nervous watchruJ
ness. At the least sign of danger she is norma lly 
the first one of the breeding unit to be off. Tllis 
behaviour has a definite survival value for the spe
cies, as has already been discussed. Yet on sevcfQ I 
occasions females with newly-born foals were sc~n 
to act differently, as though ignoring the apparl'nt 
survival v:tlue for the species. After the birth of 
the foal they would not rejoin the breeding ull it 
but roam sbout on their own. Whereas a breeding 
unit is comparatively sedentary while grazing, th ~s 
mother with her newly-born female foal would 
cover at le(!st three limes the distance covered by 
the breeding unit per day. One female, which I1 ll r 

mally was quite tame, when she had foaled would 
not let the author's vehicle approach more clo. d y 
than 300 metres before she was off. After a lj\i
thing from three to ten days these females WOl lld 
rejoin their breeding units. Could it be that ihe 
hyper-sensitive watchfulness and protection offered 



1'0 the f031 during the first few days. would not 
tolerate the nearness of the other melll bers 

even . II . I h' of the breeding Unit? In a. Instances w lere I IS 
behaviour was shown ~y females, they n~rmally 
rejoined the breeding Unit they had ternporanly left. 

Although KlingeJ (1967) reports grooming behaviour 
by the female towards her ~'oung foal, no such be
haviour ha~ been observed In the I-I.artl1la~1n .zebra. 
During the first few hours after birth, licking of 
the foal was observed, bul thereafter the female 
did not groom the foal in any way. While .the ~oal 
is sucking, the female may spend the entire time 
sniffing at the anogential region of the foal. Amic
able behaviour between the female and the foal. 
however, occurs regularly. This behaviour is usually 
induced fir~t by the foal. It no doubt serves to pro
mote the maternal instinct in the female and also 
as a mechanism inhibiting aggressive behaviour in 
the female (possibly in other adult animals in the 
breeding unit as well), thus serving to establish a 
tie between the two. 

The amicable behaviour normally consists of naso
nasal contact. Sometimes while the foal is suckling, 
the female will rub her forehead against the side 
of the foal. On 28th May, 1970, breeding unit 3 
was under observation. Female 3D had a small 
foal. She sniffed at its anogenital region and then 
rubbed this region with her forehead, and then the 
sides of the foa I. 

Amicable behaviour by the foal is normally direct
ed at the female when the latter is not busy with 
another activity. The following is a typical example. 
Quote from field notes: 

Daan Viljoen Game Reserve . 
Breeding unit 5. 
Date: 
26th November, 1969. 

"9.30 a.m . All the animals in breeding unit 5 are 
now resting - mostly in the shade. Young foal 
5/BB is very active. rubs himself against female 
5B, then does a naso-nasal contact for several 
seconds. rubs his forehead against her sides and 
rump, stands on his hind legs and tries to nibble 
at her nt'ck." 

This grooming (nibbling) behaviour was alsu ub
s~rved on several other occasions. Normally it was 
directed at the neck of the female. The female 
very stoically and patiently accep,~ any attemos 0[" 

the foal to play with her. The foal will normallv 
~ry to induce playing by biting at her knees or rac"
lIlg past her. 

Another essential inter-action between the female 
and foal is the suckling behaviour. The releaser 
used by the foal to initiate this behaviour has al
~ea1Y been discussed. Suckling occurs with both 
~a and female standing. As with mo~t mammals 

t .e young foal also has a behaviour pattern to 
~~Imulate milk flow. This takes the form of buttino 
be~:~out ?r head against the udder. This butting 
ob OUr IS, however, not so violent as has been 

served in calves of domestic cows. Both teats are 
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Plate ~: A I) pical behaviour patlern shown by fcnnie· to 
wards theil' loals - female rubbing her face ap,allL.t side of 
f031 . Plwto E. jouben 

Plate 5: A foal grooming its mother. Photo E. joubert. 

Plale 6: .• \ foal laying its neck ovcr Ihat uf tile muthcr in an 
erfort to initiate play. Photo E. Joubert. 
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suckled, one at a time, every time the foal feeds. 
As the foa!. grows older the butting behaviour be
comes more marked. This is probably due to the 
fact that the female progressively produces less milk 
and as the foals grow bigger their appetite for 
maternal milk probably increases. This is empha
sized by the fact that they have to be forcibly 
weaned by the female when they become older. 

I n the Hartmann zebra a new-born foal was ob
served to ~tart grazing from the third day. Despite 
this, as has already been mentioned, the foal con
tinued to suckle until it was approximately 10 
months old. The foal therefore received, for this 
period, nutrition from its mother as well as feed
ing on its own. The frequency with which suckling 
took place however, was observed to decline fast, 
especially after the first two months. The newly
born foal suckles once every 50 to 70 minutes dur
ing daylight hours. At this stage suckling lasted 
approximately 50 to 75 seconds, followed by a 
period of five to 15 seconds during which the foal 
rested. Then it will suckle again for five to a maxi
mum of 15 seconds. The regularity with which the 
foals suckle declines gradually to twice daily, at 
which time the female would start her "weaning 
of the foal" behaviour. 

The number of times a foal suckles, as well as the 
duration of this suckling, declines rapidly from the 
age of approximately two months. It appears that 
although the young might be able to survive with
out maternal milk from an early stage, lactation is 
probably drClwn out over a longer period than is 
necessary. This may be due to the fact that the 
actual execution of the feeding behaviour is of 
more advan,age to the species than the nutritiona!· 
value of the milk consumed. Talbot and Talbot 
(1963) found that wildebeest calves suckles until 
they are replaced by the next young - approxi
mately a year later. Ewer (1968) discusses the be
havioural consequences of slow transition to fully 
independen1 feeding, despite the advanced state 
in which the young of most precocial ungulates are 
born. Ewer concludes that the primary function of 
this association might be to keep the youngster 
under the mother'S protective vigilant care, rather 
than to supply it with food. As mentioned earlier it 
might also have a psychological effect on the young 
in regard to their adaptability to the social organi
zation in luter life. 

The foal will often stand in the female's shade 
while the latter is grazing or in her lee when an 
unpleasantly cold wind is blowing. 

4.10 Foals 

A Hartmann zebra foal is regarded as any young 
animal frem newly-born to the first time it has 
oestrus if it is a female or until it joins a bachelor 
unit in the case of males. 

The Hartmann zebra foal can follow its mother 
with relative ease after the first day. Naturally it 
does not have as much stamina or speed as the 
adult animals, this is probably onc of the reasons 

why the female with a young foal will always tart 
moving ofF first. During the first week the foal stayS 
in close cttendance with the mother, often I y i ~g 
down. As the foal grows older it becomes less 
dependent on the immediate presence of the m ther 
and moves around on its own. For the first six 
months hvwever, it never leaves its mother for 
distances cf over approximately 50 metres. even 
when playing with other foals. 

4.10.1 Play 

Playing is one of the characteristic behaviour pat
terns of forlls. Klingel (1967) reports the same for 
the Burchel1 zebra. Ewer (1968: 288) main j;J ins 
that play has four characteristics: 

(i) that the motivation is not of that in the "in 
earnest" situation, for example play-fighting 
as opposed to real fighting. 

(ii) that although it is not performed in a clear 
order and without relation to an objective. the 
actions are still orientated. 

(iii) that although the same instinctive movemen ts 
as those of the "in earnest" situation are u::. e.d 
in play, they are often exaggerated. 

(iv) that play in young animals generally occurs 
as a regular part of the daily routine. 

All four characteristics mentioned above are a p
plicable to the Hartmann zebra, where play be
haviour could be divided into three categories or 
games: 

(i) Racing or chasing games. This is normally he 
first play behaviour shown by young foals. At 
first it is played solitarily, but as they grow 
older they start looking up other foals. From 
this stage the other two types of games me 
played: the greeting game and play- fighting. 

(ii) The greeting game is brief and consists mai n ly 
of naso-nasal contact followed by rubbing of 
the head against the other foal's rump. T his 
is a direct copy of the greeting behaviour of 
the older animals. If it were not for the fDet 
that this behaviour was usually executed a ft er 
the foals had been playing some time it could 
be interpreted as real greeting. 

(iii) Play-fighting is also an exaggerated imitat ion 
of the serious fighting. They bite at each 
others knees, rear up on their hind feet, hlte 
playfully at the mane of the other, trying to 
force him/her on his/her knees. This is follo\\~d 
by a continuous whirling movement as they 
jockey for a better position. 

As they grow older the greeting and play-fighti ng 
become more pronounced while the racing gaJl Il:S 
are seldom seen. It seems that age thus forms a 
threshold in the execution of these various forms 
of play in the Hartmann zebra. According to Klin
gel (1967) the young of the Burchell zebra indu lge 
in the same types of game. He also states that the 



dominant male sometimes joins in these games by 
layfuIIy chasing the foals. No adult Hartmann 

~ebra, however, male ~r fema.le, was ever seen to 
induJge in play behaviour With foals. In further 
contrast to the Burc~ell z~bl'a no play betwee.n 
foals of various breedlllg UllltS was ever. seen .. ThiS 
is probably due to the fact that the social UllltS of 
the Hartmann zebra are much mOre solitary than 
the same units in the BUl'chel1 zebra . They only 
congregate in large herds under abnormal condi
tions, for example when fleeing from a low-flying 
aircraft. Even when they congregate on green grass 
after the first rains they are usually, probably 
owing to the topography of their habitat still widely 
distributed. 

On one occasion a grazing foal came across a flock 
of guinea-fowl. He cautiously approached them but 
they kept on moving away. He then followed them 
for some distance. This behaviour was no doubt 
triggered by inquisitiveness rather than a desire to 
play. Apart from this occurrence no behaviour as de
scribed by Klingel (1967) of Burchell zebra foals 
playfully chasing birds and other game was observ
ed in the Hartmann zebra . 

Many workers, such as Lorenz (1963); Tinbergen 
(1951, 1953); Scott (1958); Barnett and Evans 
(1965) and Ewer (1968), have discussed the func
tions of play. Most of them agree that one of the 
important functions of play is that it has survival 
value for the species. It enhances early general 
learning which makes the solving of specific prob
lems in later life easier. It also plays a part in the 
social development of the young, for early social 
experience i!' important for normal adult behaviour. 

4.10.2 Learning 

It is difficult to differentiate between play and 
learnjng, because as already showed one of the 
main functions of play is learning. Not everything, 
however, is learned by play. Most workers ap
parently find it difficult to establish which behaviour 
patterns are innate and which are learned. It is 
felt h?wever, that some of the behaviour patterns, 
even mnate, still have to be tri c10 ered by watchin~ 
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a Isplay of adult animals or through personal 
expenence. From observations in the field this 
seems to be the case with the Hartmann zebra . 

To illustrate the abovementioned, the following 
examples may be quoted from field notes: 

(i) H' lerarchy: - In the breedin o unit the foals 

(ii) 

daily t':perience this behaviour" although at this 
s~age It ha!' no marked influence on their 
lives. Once the female foals become sexuallv 
mature, however, they are quickly inaugurated 
by the older females. 

~heremonies between dominant males : - On 
~ 29th May, 1970, the nvo foals of breedino 

umt 1. were playing. Breedino unit 3 appeared 
Over th e Th E' crest of a hill some 200 metres away. 

e two dominant males lA and 3A Im-, , 
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mediately approached each other and went 
through thei.r ritualised ceremonies halfway be
tween the two social units. As lA moved off 
towards 3A, the two foals stopped playing and 
followed him. They stood watching the above
mentioned behaviour at a distance of 10 metres. 

(iii) Mating behaviour: - On the 5th February, 
1970, one of the females in breeding unit 5 
was in oestrus. On thi s day copulation was 
achieved several times by the maJe. A male 
foal (three months old) ran around energetical
ly, bucking several times; he then approached 
anoth~r foal (5BA) (10 months old) and mount
ed him , flapping his penis several times. No 
doubt this behaviour was induced by the mat
ing act!vities of the dominant male 5A. A few 
minutes later, on the same day, 5BA tried to 
mount the oestrus female. His mother, 5B, 
immediately charged the oestrus female (50) 
and chased her away. 

(iv) Flehmen : - On the 5th February, 1970, a 
female showed flehmen behaviour. Her three 
months old foal approached and, apparently 
copying his mother, also showed flehmen be
haviour. 

V. THE DaM I N ANT M ALE 

5.1 Principles of behaviour shown by the dominant 
male ;' 

In most of the ungulate species SOme type of natural 
selection fur the males exists . This takes the form 
of territori<:lity in some species, viz. the wildebeest, 
Connochaetes taurinus (Estes, 1968), Grant's gazel
le, Gazella granti (Walther, 1965), the Uganda kob , 
Kobus kob thomasi (Buechner, 1961 and Leuthold, 
1966) and the waterbuck Kobus ellipsiprymnus 
(Kiley-Worthington, 1965). The strongest animals 
will occupy the best areas in a particular habitat; 
those animals with the best territory thus have the 
better chanc,:: of rearing their progeny. In this way 
the most basic concept in the survival of a species 
is fulfilled - the survival of the genes which is 
more important than the survival of the individual. 
In some other species the selection of males takes 
the form of a harem, where a single male takes 
possession of a group of females against strong 
inter-male competition . As Olle finds with terri
toriality thi:; latter phenomenon, apart from selec
tion of mc!les also functions as a means of distri
buting the population to ensure that all available fe
males breed. This is the type of social organization 
one finds , as has already been mentioned earlier, 
in the Hartmann zebra . 

To ensure the success of this type of social organi
zation the male must possess the following be
havioural oualities: 




